


What is Test Anxiety

My head feels like crowded

My stomach hurts

I’m sweating

I studied yesterday… why can’t I remember?

I can’t think!

As soon as I’m done with the test… I remember everything.



Where does it come from?

GOOD NEWS:

It is not genetic

It is a learned behavior and you can UNLEARN it

OTHER NEWS:

SOME anxiety is good for you



What is it made of?

• COGNITIVE– the thoughts running through your head

• EMOTIONAL – feelings of  anger, embarrassment, & fear

• BEHAVIORAL – Fidgeting, walking faster, pacing, etc.

• PHYSIOLOGICAL – Body’s involuntary response such as 

sweating and increased heart rate.



What does it mean?

We all need SOME “stress” to perform at our 

best… so, as our stress increases so does our 

performance

HOWEVER, if  “stress” increases too much, our 

performance drops… this is TEST ANXIETY.

Learn to “balance” your anxiety



Factors That Increase Performance

#1: 

• Relaxation, rest, breathing techniques, etc.

#2: 

• Practice, practice, practice

#3: 

• What you think is what you get



“Take Care of  Yourself”

Eat right

Sleep

Exercise

Don’t abuse your body with drugs, alcohol, that 

alter your functional ability



“Relaxation & Breathing”

Simple Breathing

Get comfortable, hold your breath for a split second then 
breath out slowly (repeat a couple of  times)

Breath normally, but slowly for a couple of  minutes

Slow Down your Body Pace

Video: You may want to close your eyes during this video or 
have the teacher turn the lights off  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoPD0cVquPo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoPD0cVquPo


“Rehearsal”

PRACTICE … for Objective Tests

PRACTICE … for Essay Tests

PRACTICE … for Concept Learning

The more you practice something just 
the way you will have to “perform” it, the 
easier it will become to perform it.



Study First… Practice 

Second

: This means that you might 

want to study far enough ahead to 

allow yourself  the time to practice.

: Practice like you’re taking 

the test and look for information you 

are missing or that is weak for you.



“Thought”

An important part of  reducing test anxiety is 

entirely WITHIN YOU… Be positive

If  your thinking is positive (ex: “I am going to 

pass my test”), you will succeed.

If  your thinking is negative (ex: “I can’t 

remember anything, I don’t have enough time, 

etc.”), you will experience anxiety



Something to “think” about…



Thinking Positive Results

Reduce and/or eliminate negative:

Messages   “I can’t do this, it’s too hard”

Images         

Replace with positive thoughts & images

Example: “I may not answer all the questions, but I can 

start with the ones I do know”



Let’s Practice Together…

Close your eyes and watch yourself  feeling 
confident as you begin to test

Feel a sense of  anticipation of  wanting to start 
the test to show what you know

Then watch yourself  working through the test 
and feeling good about your performance.

Leave the test excited


